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Past Year’s Project Highlights on SSI’s 10th Anniversary
Surveillance Systems Integration Exceeds Expectations in 2012
Success in the past year includes new contracts, staff, and offices.
(Roseville, CA) May 1, 2013 – Surveillance Systems Integration (SSI) celebrated its 10th
anniversary in 2012 and continued to implement its ongoing expansion strategy, opening
new offices in key geographic areas, adding four locations in the fourth quarter to bring
the total nationwide office count to eight, and hiring new staff to meet the needs of its
customers and the strong interest in its security surveillance system integration. The
company was also selected as Integrator of the Year by Dallmeier USA. At the end of 2012,
SSI was awarded with a large, multi-million-dollar contract in the southwestern region of
the United States. All of these expansion efforts resulted in a 30% increase in revenue,
a performance the company plans to repeat in 2013.
“Last year was our 10th anniversary and our incredible staff leveraged our assets of
advanced project management and knowledge of the latest technology to offer our customers
more value, finding existing retrofit and developing new opportunities in the Casino,
Retail, and Commercial markets,” said Todd Flowers, President of SSI. “In 2012, we
continued to exceed expectations as we implemented our expansion strategy, and we are
optimistic for this year as 2013 has just as much potential for us.”
SSI also demonstrated social responsibility throughout 2012. SSI is a proud supporter of
the charity “Allegiant Battle for Veterans.” The company worked with Pelco to award a
special “Action Track” wheelchair to Lance Corporal Thomas Parker that was suited to help
him overcome the terrain challenges, including snow, in Ronan, Montana.
For more information on new systems or on the advantages of upgrading an existing system
with digital, HD, or IP-based surveillance technology, please contact Surveillance
Systems Integration at (800) 508-6981 or visit the company website at
http://www.ssicctv.com.
About Surveillance Systems Integration
Established in 2002, SSI Headquarters is based in Roseville, California. SSI offers
surveillance integration expertise in three target markets: Casino, Retail, and
Commercial. Providing clients with comprehensive system solutions, including from system
design to installation and execution, SSI offers highly-technical consultation, systemdesign engineering, advanced project management and professional installation and prides
itself on providing unsurpassed customer service and support. SSI currently has 8 branch
offices throughout the country.

